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Motion in one dimension - Prelab 
 
1. (a) Identify the slopes of each of the following as positive, negative, or zero. 
 

    
 

    
 
(b) Explain how to identify if a slope is positive, negative, or zero. Use 1-3 sentences.  
 
2. For each of the following ranges, identify if the slope is 

initially positive and becomes more positive, initially negative and becomes more negative, 
initially positive and becomes less positive, or initially negative and becomes less negative 

 
(a) 2 to 6, (b) 10 to 14     (c) 0.5 to 2.0, (d) 3.0 to 5.0 

  
 

(e) Identify two points where the slope is zero. 
 
3. Does your car have a backup sensor (not a camera, a sensor that beeps when you’re too close)? Look 

up and explain how a backup sensor determines the distance your back bumper is from an object 
immediately behind it.  
Write one paragraph. Include a diagram and one equation. Cite the site you used. Use your own 
words, but indicate if you’re using someone else’s words exactly in some parts.  
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Motion in one dimension 
 
Learning Goals. In this lab, we 

• represent and analyze motion using graphs 
• use two methods to measure linear position (video recording, rotary motion sensor), and apply 

relevant calibrations 
• work with computer-aided data acquisition and analysis (LoggerPro)  

 
Part 1. Video analysis. Position vs Time and Velocity vs. Time (about 1hour) 
 
Objective: Relate an object’s motion to graphs of the object’s position and velocity plotted against time. 
 
Setup and record the motion of a cart on a track. 

1. Open Logger Pro. Click Insert – Video Capture. 
2. Position the track and camera appropriately. Try to set the track parallel to the video frame, make 

sure you can see the entire motion, and place a meter stick in the same plane as the motion. 
3. Push a cart and let it roll along the track. Record its motion. Use the Start/Stop button. 

 
Analyze the motion.  

4. Click the analyze button  to display the Video Analysis Toolbar 
5. Define a coordinate system: 

i. Use the coordinates button. . Click the spot where you want to place the origin. 

ii. Click the ruler button . Drag the cursor from the beginning of the meter stick to its 
end. You will see a green line. Set the scale by typing its length (1m).  

6. Click    to mark the location of an object. Choose a single point on the cart. It is better to pick 
its front or its rear end. Track (click) this point as the video moves from frame to frame. 

 
There will be two graphs of position vs. time: vertical (y) and horizontal (x) coordinates. You need only 
the horizontal plot; remove the vertical. Click on the axes label, and choose x. 
 

7. Check your values (calibration). That is, do your measurement values agree with what you know 
to be true? Check how far the cart moves (see the distance on the video using the meter stick) and 
compare this to the value on the graphs. Do they agree? 

 
Answer the following: 
 

• Describe the graph of position versus time (x vs. t): straight line, flat, curved, or …? What can 
you say about how position changes over time: does it increase, decrease, or stay constant?  

• What can you say about the velocity of the cart by looking at x vs. t graph: does it increase, 
decrease or stay constant?  

• Determine the velocity of the cart using the x vs. t graph. Use a linear fit (Analyze – Curve Fit – 
linear, try fit). Your velocity should include an uncertainty. 

• Insert a new graph for velocity vs time (Insert – Graph). What does this graph tell you about the 
velocity? The mean value (Analyze – Statistics) might be helpful here. Include an uncertainty. 

• Compare the two values for velocity. Are they consistent with one another? 
• How will the x vs t and v vs t graphs change if you push the cart harder? How will the graphs 

change if you push the cart the other way? Draw what will happen, instead of using words. 
 

Show your answers to your instructor 
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Part 2. Linear position using the rotary motion sensor (RMS) (about 1 hour) 
 
Objective: In the following, we work with calibrating our equipment, start with computer-aided data 
acquisition, and continue exploring the relationship between position, velocity and acceleration. 

Setup the equipment. The RMS measures the angle of rotation of its wheel (pulley) in radians. 
 
1. Level the track, attach an RMS to the end of the track, and attach a string with a very small hanging 

weight (0.02kg) to the cart. As the cart moves, make sure that the pulley rotates freely, that the string 

is a parallel to the cart’s motion, and that the hanging mass doesn’t hit the floor or the pulley. 
2. Reset or start a New Experiment in Logger Pro. 
3. Check that the RMS is connected: the data columns should have “Angle” and “Velocity” columns; 

there will be a readout for angle (radians) 
 
The RMS reads an angle, while we would like a linear position. Here, we do a calibration to change the 
angle reading into a position reading. 
 
4. Move the cart a known distance (for example, 0.60m). Measure the angle change for this distance.  
5. Create an equation. You’ll need a conversion factor to convert radians to meters. Use the values from 

above, and dimensional analysis. Your equation should look something like 
      Linear position [meters] = angular position [radians] x [conversion factor] 

6. Create a new column for position (Data – New Calculated Column). Name it “linear position”, short 
name “d”, units “m”. See the appendix for an example of how to enter the expression. 

7. Change the graph to show linear position versus time. Remove all other graphs. 
8. Try it out. Move the cart a distance of 0.75m (use the markings on the track). Does your linear 

position reading agree with what you actually did? 
 
Record the following motion: Start the cart at the back of the track, let it go, and allow it to reach the end. 
Answer the following questions. 
 
• Describe the graph of position versus time (x vs. t): straight line, flat, curved, or …?  
• How can you determine the velocity of the cart using the x vs t graph at some instance? 
• What can you say about the velocity of the cart by looking at x vs. t graph: does it increase, decrease 

or stay constant?  
• Let’s create a new column and graph for linear velocity (Data – New Calculated Column). Use the 

drop down “function” menu and do “calculus”. Create a graph for linear velocity. 
• Look at the velocity vs. time graph. Is it consistent with your answers on the previous question? 
• Can you determine acceleration of the cart using v vs. t graph at some instance? 
• What can you say about the acceleration of the cart by looking at v vs. t graph: does it increase, 

decrease or stay constant?  
 
Show your answers to your instructor 
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Task  
 
1. For each position graph, predict what the graph of velocity versus time should be. 

 

 

Move the cart with your hand in different ways to match the graphs shown above. Record its motion with 
graphs (RMS only). Create position-vs.-time AND!  velocity-vs.-time graphs on the computer screen. Do 
they match your prediction? 
	
	
2.	For each velocity vs. time graph predict what the graph of position versus time  

 
 

 
 
Move the cart with your hand in different ways to match the graphs shown above. Record its motion with 
graphs (RMS only). Create position-vs.-time AND!  velocity-vs.-time graphs on the computer screen. Do 
they match your prediction? 
	

X	 X	 X	
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                  d  
3. Various x vs. t graphs are shown on the right.         x(m) 
Graph(s) indicating constant velocity is(are) _________.              b 
Graph(s) indicating positive velocity is(are) __________.        c 
Graph(s) indicating negative velocity is(are) _________.             a        
Graph(s) indicating changing velocity is(are) __________.          

            t(s)  
 

4. A graph of position vs. time for a dazed cyclist               x(m)  4 
is shown. At what time(s) is the cyclist:  
(a) moving with the greatest velocity?             2 
(b) not moving, i.e., has zero velocity?  
(c) moving with positive velocity?              2       4       6       8    

t(s)     
 

5. For the v vs. t graph, specify the time interval(s)            v(m/s) 
where the acceleration is: 
(a)  zero _________. 
(b) positive _________. 
(c) negative ________.  
(d)  changing ________.           0        2        4       6       8  t(s) 
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Appendix  
Adding new calculated column with Logger Pro  
Equation to be calculated, the variables, which are column names, appear in quotes. 
Three buttons that help you define functions, pick variables from data sheets, and select parameters 
Variables that correspond to the columns of data in your sheet, once one of these is chosen, it appears in 
the Equation. 
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Write up for Motion in one dimension 
 
The first two questions are what are typically described in the Experimental Methods section of a 
technical report. That is, how do you report what you did in an experiment? 
 

1. Using a video analysis, describe how you  
a. measured the position and velocity of the cart. Write 1-2 paragraphs. Include and refer 

to a diagram and at least one equation. 
b. calibrated your measurements. That is, how did you determine numerical values for 

the cart’s linear position. For example, how did you know that the cart moved a 
distance of 0.43m? Write 1 paragraph. A diagram and an equation are probably helpful. 

 
2. Using the rotary motion sensor, describe how you  

a. measured the position and velocity of the cart. Write 1-2 paragraphs. Include and refer 
to a diagram and at least one equation. 

b. calibrated your measurements. That is, how did you determine numerical values for 
the cart’s linear position. For example, how did you know that the cart moved a 
distance of 0.43m? Write 1 paragraph. A diagram and an equation are probably helpful. 

 
The last two questions are about physical concepts. This kind of response is often covered in the Results 
or Discussion section of a technical report. 

 
3. Consider the x vs t graph below. 

a. Create the graph using your equipment. Print out graphs of x vs t and v vs t as evidence. 
b. Annotate the x vs t graph to describe, in words, how the cart is moving. (For example, 

it’s staying still, moving to the left, slowing down, …) 
 

4. Consider the v vs t graph below. 
a. Create the graph using your equipment. Print out graphs of x vs t and v vs t as evidence. 
c. Annotate the v vs t graph to describe, in words, how the cart is moving.  
d. Describe the acceleration of the object. (For example, the acceleration is zero, positive 

or negative) 
 


